Support-less square 300 mesh (Athene Old 300) and 400 mesh (Athene Old 400) nickel TEM grids with 3.05 mm overall diameter and 2.3 mm mesh diameter were purchased from Agar Scientific, UK. The width of the square holes was 70 µm and 45 µm in 300 and 400 mesh, respectively. Support-less hexagonal 850 mesh (G226N R20M) nickel TEM grids with 3.05 mm overall diameter and 1 mm mesh were also purchased from Agar Scientific, UK. Support-less hexagonal 1500 mesh (G1500 HH) nickel TEM grids with 3.05 mm overall diameter were purchased from TAAB, UK. The width of the holes was 10.5 µm in 1500 mesh. 300 nm single side polished silicon nitride Si 3 N 4 grown by low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) with Silane rate 25 cc/min and Ammonia rate 100 cc/min at 750 o C on 525 ± 25 µm Si wafers were obtained from Roshd Nano Fanavaran Ltd (Iran). The crystalline orientation of the wafer was (100) and it was p-doped by boron. NaCl 99.9 % powder, KOH pellets, and Ni powder were obtained from Merck (Germany). All the chemical agents were used without further purification. Figure S1 . 2D (x,z) Velocity field streamlines in magnitude controlled style (first row) and uniform density style (second row), velocity magnitude in contour style (third to fifth row) and in surface style (sixth row) of G300 as outlet at 10 3 , 10 Pa. Fourth row is a magnification of selected region in third row and fifth row is the magnification of selected region in fourth row. Figure S3 . 2D (x,z) Velocity field streamlines in magnitude controlled style (first row) and uniform density style (second row), velocity magnitude in contour style (third to fifth row) and in surface style (sixth row) of G1500 as outlet at 10 3 , 10 4 , 10 5 and 10 6 Pa. Fourth row is a magnification of selected region in third row and fifth row is the magnification of selected region in fourth row. Figure S4 . 2D (x,z) Velocity field streamlines in magnitude controlled style (first row) and uniform density style (second row), velocity magnitude in contour style (third to fifth row) and in surface style (sixth row) of Si25 as outlet at 10 3 , 10 4 , 10 5 and 10 Figure S5 . 2D (x,z) Velocity field streamlines in magnitude controlled style (first row) and uniform density style (second row), velocity magnitude in contour style (third to fifth row) and in surface style (sixth row) of Si49 as outlet at 10 3 , 10 4 , 10 5 and 10 6
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Pa. Fourth row is a magnification of selected region in third row and fifth row is the magnification of selected region in fourth row. Figure S6 . 2D (x,z) Comparison of velocity magnitude in contour style (first column), velocity field streamlines in magnitude controlled style (second column) and uniform density style (third column) of G850-Si49 at 10 3 and 10 6 Pa and at h 1 =0.5, 1.5 mm. Figure S7 . 2D (x,z) Comparison of velocity magnitude in contour style (first column), velocity field streamlines in magnitude controlled style (second column) and uniform density style (third column) of G850-Si49 at 10 3 and 10 6 Pa and at h 1 =4.5, 9.5 mm. Figure S8 . 2D (x,z) Comparison of velocity magnitude in contour style (first column), velocity field streamlines in magnitude controlled style (second column) and uniform density style (third column) of D6_G850-Si49 at 10 4 and 10 6 Pa and at h 1 =0.5, 1.5 mm. Figure S9 . 2D (x,z) Comparison of velocity magnitude in contour style (first column), velocity field streamlines in magnitude controlled style (second column) and uniform density style (third column) of D6_G850-Si49 at 10 4 and 10 6 Pa and at h 1 =4.5, 9.5 mm. Figure S10 . 2D (x,z) Velocity field streamlines in magnitude controlled style (first row), uniform density style (second row), velocity magnitude in contour style (third-fifth row) of 2D D3_G850-Si49 at 10 3 Pa. Fifth and forth rows are magnification of selected regions in fourth and third row. Figure S11 . 2D (x,z) Comparison of velocity magnitude in contour style (first column), velocity field streamlines in magnitude controlled style (second column) and uniform density style (third column) of D3_G850-Si49 at 10 4 and 10 6 Pa and at h 1 =0.5, 1.5 mm.
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Figure S12. 2D (x,z) Comparison of velocity magnitude in contour style (first column), velocity field streamlines in magnitude controlled style (second column) and uniform density style (third column) of D3_G850-Si49 at 10 4 and 10 6 Pa and at h 1 =4.5, 9.5 mm. Figure S13 . 2D (x,z) Velocity field streamlines in magnitude controlled style (first row), uniform density style (second row), velocity magnitude in contour style (third-fifth row) of 2D Ext_G850-Si49 at 10 3 Pa. Fifth and forth rows are magnification of selected regions in fourth and third row. Figure S14 . 2D (x,z) Comparison of velocity magnitude in contour style (first column), velocity field streamlines in magnitude controlled style (second column) and uniform density style (third column) of Ext_G850-Si49 at 10 4 and 10 6 Pa and at h 1 =0.5, 1.5 mm. Figure S15 . 2D (x,z) Comparison of velocity magnitude in contour style (first column), velocity field streamlines in magnitude controlled style (second column) and uniform density style (third column) of Ext_G850-Si49 at 10 4 and 10 6 Pa and at h 1 =4.5, 9.5 mm. Figure S16 . 2D (x,z) Particle trajectory (pathline) and timeline of G850-Si49-O with velocity field streamlines in magnitude controlled style (first and second row) and in uniform density style (third and fourth row). In this figure, d=0.005 mm, h 1 =1.5 mm and h 2 =1 mm at 10 3 Pa.
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Figure S17. 2D (x,z) Velocity magnitude in contour style (first column), Particle trajectory (pathline) and timeline (second to fourth column) and time evolution of particles (fifth column) in a G850-Si49-O system with d=0.005 mm, h 1 =1.5 mm and h 2 =1 mm at 10 3 , 10 4 , 10 5 , 10 6 Pa, Figure S18 . 2D (x,z) Velocity magnitude in contour style (first row), particle trajectory (pathline) and timeline (second to fifth row), time evolution of particles (in sixth row) in a G850-Si49-O system where d=0.005 mm for different h 1 and h 2 values at 10 3 Pa.
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Figure S19. 2D (x,z) Velocity magnitude in contour style (first row), particle trajectory (pathline) and timeline (second to fifth row), time evolution of particles (in sixth row) in a G850-Si49-O system where d=0.005 mm for different h 1 and h 2 values at 10 3 Pa.
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Figure S20. 2D (x,z) Velocity magnitude in contour style (first row), particle trajectory (pathline) and timeline (second to fifth row), time evolution of particles (in sixth row) in a G850-Si49-O system where d=0.005 mm, h 1 =h 2 =1.5mm and P=10 3 Pa for different scales. 
